The Stokers' 2019 Quiz - United Kingdom Geographical Features - Official Answers
The answer to each question is the name of a River (R1-R18), a Lake/Loch (L19-L21), Mountain (M22-M30) or an Estuary/Bay (E31-E40)
Thank you for your generous support. Together we've raised well over £400 for "All We Can", plus GiftAid.
We had a number of sets of all-correct answers. The winner drawn out of the hat is Anne Camm and family of Wilmslow and Kuala Lumpur. They have kindly donated their prize to the charity
Feel free to use this quiz for your own purposes - electronic version of this, and past quizzes, available.
Andy and Catriona Stoker 162 Mile End Lane, Stockport, Cheshire SK2 6BY / andy.stoker@btinternet.com
R1

Found in burnt ham establishments - a capital flow

Thames

L21

An Old Man watches over this scene of Campbell's triumph
and disaster

Coniston Water

R2

What t'Yorkshire landlord collects from t'tenants?

Trent

M22

Subject to cold, white precipitation we hear

Snowdon

R3

Asks a question, we hear - but why not?

Wye

M23

The end of his cafe and the heart of Ella join a large fish

Scafell Pike

R4

Criminally linked with Bonnie in the USA

Clyde

M24

What happened when the archer dropped the weapon

Bowfell
Great Gable

R5

What t'Yorkshire gardener tries to remove from t'flowerbed

Tweed

M25

Large triangular upper part of a wall at the end of a ridged
roof

R6

One under the eight, we hear

Severn
Teme ("Exe" was a good idea - but

M26

Child's toy, goods vehicle, large freshwater fish

Dollywagon Pike

R7

Sounds like the one for the XI or the XV

we think "Teme" better and it's what
we intended!)

M27

Sounds like the principal road in the Lake District.
Elevated?

High Street

R8

The river of a London bookshop or a 1940s TV detective

Foyle

M28

An enthusiast for the rugby 5-pointer

Tryfan

R9

Found at the end of a dribble

Ribble

M29

One of Baden Powell's boys who cares more for others

Kinder Scout

R10

Found inside Maria von Trapp

Avon

M30

The informal shares from the Co-op

Divis

R11

Its fog was musically celebrated by a Northumbrian island

Tyne

E31

Cowardly spirit could be heard here

Blyth Estuary

R12

Used at the start of each hole

Tees

E32

Perfect estuary for ships … of the desert?

Camel Estuary
Plymouth Sound

R13

It's not completely merse, just a bit ______________

Mersey

E33

Perhaps the noise of Drake's bowls or a departing
Mayflower

R14

Mosey along with Estelle and Monty - there is a nominal
connection

Don

E34

Declares the Sherwood outlaw to be a reddish brown colour

Robin Hood's Bay

R15

Runs quickly through London apparently

Fleet

E35

In which regal jewels were allegedly lost over 800 years ago

The Wash

R16

Underwent a transformation, no longer negative

Derwent

E36

A knitted helmet - found in the Crimea

Balaclava Bay

R17

A small pointed missile, a sudden dash, a tapered tuck

Dart

E37

This is in your card if fully examined

Cardiff Bay

R18

Where a clergyman's daughter came up for air and an aspidistra
flew

Orwell

E38

Sounds like just the place to get a hairpiece - book it!

Wigtown Bay

L19

Musically under a bright sun with bonnie banks

Loch Lomond

E39

Not a clean'un, but sounds like a joke from Miller's Blue
Book

L20

Vastness is half right - traditionally monstrous

Loch Ness

E40

Where rocks find a place of safety and have tonnes mixed

Cruden Bay (we had various suggestions - such
as Falmouth (foul mouth), Looe, Mucky Bay etc but only "Cruden" fits the "Clean'un" idea)

Stonehaven Bay

